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$6/-.:(')$&/!(&4! '1-!0$4-++)&*! -C3-.)0-&'/;! .-0$'-+5! /-&/-4!$6/-.:(')$&/!$2!
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.-*)$&7!!
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0$%&'()&!*+(,)-./!(.-!'1-!0(&)2-/'(')$&!$2!'1-!,$03+-C!)&'-.(,')$&/!'1('!-&/%-!
6-'9--&! ,+)0('-! 2$.,)&*;! *+(,)-.! 2+$9;! (&4! '$3$*.(315! (/! *+(,)-./! /'.):-! '$!
(,1)-:-!-P%)+)6.)%0!9)'1!'1-).!315/),(+!(&4!,+)0('),!/%..$%&4)&*/7!=/!(!.-/%+';!
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-C3-.'! *%)4(&,-;! -&,$%.(*-0-&'! (&4! ,$&')&%-4! -&'1%/)(/0! '1.$%*1$%'! '1)/!
S1E7! "! 9$%+4! (+9(5/! +-(:-! $%.! 0--')&*/! 2--+)&*! -&'1%/-4;! -&+)*1'-&-4! (&4!
*-&-.(++5!0$.-!3$/)'):-!(6$%'!05!.-/-(.,17!
?1(&L! 5$%! (+/$! '$! E(:)4! @*1$+0! 2$.! 6-)&*! /$! *-&-.$%/! 9)'1! 1)/! ')0-! (&4!
-C3-.')/-!(&4!2$.!,$&4%,')&*!'1-!0$4-++)&*!'1('!3.$:)4-/!'1-!6(/)/!2$.!,1(3'-.!
/)C7!
"! (+/$! (,L&$9+-4*-! '1-! 2)&(&,)(+! /%33$.'! $2! '1-! T('%.(+! @&:).$&0-&'(+!
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?1-! '.)3/! '$! '1-! 3%6! (&4! 2$$'6(++! $&! (!V-4&-/4(5!&)*1'! 1(:-! $2'-&! 6--&! '1-!
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'7?"-%&$+,( "9( 1*&+',-2( &2( &( 1*"B&*( +*'7&%,( '$3'+&%"-( B:( '$+*#3'$1( 1*&+',-(
9*#+%#&%'"$2('$(&**("9(%/,'-(&22,227,$%2@(!"#$%&'$(1*&+',-2(&$3('+,(+&?2(?-";'3,(
+*,&-(,;'3,$+,("9(%/,(,99,+%2("9(+*'7&%,(?,-%#-B&%'"$2(&$3(&-,H( %/,-,9"-,H(E,:('$(




%/,( %'7,( "9( 2%#3:H( !,',-( ,%( &*@( KCGGSR( '3,$%'9',3( %/&%( '+,( *"22( %"( %/,( 2,&H(
,T%-&?"*&%,3( 9-"7(3'-,+%(7,&2#-,7,$%2("9(1*&+',-(7&22(B&*&$+,H(&++"#$%,3(9"-(
;'-%#&**:(&**(2,&5*,;,*(-'2,(%/&%(<&2($"%(&%%-'B#%&B*,(%"("+,&$(<&-7'$1(B,%<,,$(
=FFU( &$3( CGGU@( A( 7"-,( -,+,$%( 2%#3:( 2#??"-%,3( %/'2( $"%'"$( </,$( '%( <&2(
"B2,-;,3(%/&%(B,%<,,$(CGGN(&$3(CGGFH(%/,(1*"B&*(1*&+',-(7&22(B#31,%(<&2(VCLF(W(
CQ(1'1&%"$2(?,-(:,&-( K)&-3$,-(,%(&*@H(CG=NR@(4/'2(<&2(,X#';&*,$%( %"( %/,( '+,( *"22(
9-"7(B"%/(7&Y"-('+,(2/,,%2(3#-'$1(%/,(2%#3:(?,-'"3(&$3(&++"#$%,3(9"-(CF(W(=NZ(
"9("B2,-;,3(2,&(*,;,*(-'2,(3#-'$1(%/,(2%#3:(?,-'"3@([#-%/,-7"-,(+&*+#*&%'"$2("9(
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8$( -,2B"$2,( %"( %/,( 2#11,2%,3( -&B'3( 3'2'$%,1-&%'"$( "9( %/,( 1*"C,>2( 7"#$%&'$(
1*&+',-2(E!,',-(,%(&*?A(=LLNHA('%('2(+*,&-(%/&%(7"#$%&'$(1*&+',-(7"$'%"-'$1(2/"#*3(
B*&:(&$('$%,1-&*(-"*,('$(+*'7&%,(+/&$1,(2+',$+,?(K++"-3'$1*:('%( '2(&BB&-,$%(%/&%(
2+',$%'2%2( +"$+,-$,3( <'%/( %/,( '$%,-&+%'"$2( C,%<,,$( 7"#$%&'$( 1*&+',-2( &$3(
+*'7&%,( +/&$1,( -,O#'-,( <&:2( "9( 7,&2#-'$1( &$3( &22,22'$1( %/,( P/,&*%/Q( "9( %/,(
<"-*3>2(1*&+',-(B"B#*&%'"$?(4/'2( '2(;'%&*( '9(<,(&-,( %"(#$3,-2%&$3(/"<(%/,:(&-,(
+#--,$%*:( -,2B"$3'$1( %"( %/,( B-"B"2,3( &$%/-"B"1,$'+&**:( ,$/&$+,3( <&-7'$1(
&$3(/"<(%/,:(<'**(-,&+%('$(%/,(9#%#-,(%"(9#-%/,-(B,-%#-C&%'"$2('$(1*"C&*(+*'7&%,?(
."<,;,-A(C,9"-,(3'2+#22'$1(%/,(7&$:(&BB-"&+/,2(#%'*'2,3('$(1*&+',-(7"$'%"-'$1(
,99"-%2A( '%( '2( 9'-2%( $,+,22&-:( %"( 3,9'$,( %/,( %,-7( P/,&*%/Q( '$( &( 1*&+'&*( +"$%,R%?(
S/'*2%( &;"'3'$1( &$%/-"B"7"-B/'2'$1( 1*&+',-( C,/&;'"#-A( %/,( %,-7( P1*&+',-(
/,&*%/Q('$(%/,(+"$%,R%("9(%/'2(<"-D(3,2+-'C,2(%/,(2%&%,("9(%/,(1*&+',-(-,*&%';,(%"('%2(
,$;'-"$7,$%&*(2,%%'$1?(4/#2(%/,(%,-7(,$+"7B&22,2($"%("$*:(</,%/,-(%/,(1*&+',-(
/&2( &( $,1&%';,A( B"2'%';,( "-( C&*&$+,3( 7&22( C#31,%A( '%( &*2"( +"$2'3,-2( </,%/,-(
1*&+',-( 9*"<( 3:$&7'+2( &-,( +&B&C*,( "9(7&'$%&'$'$1( %/,( 1*&+',->2( +#--,$%( ,R%,$%(
&$3( %/-,,53'7,$2'"$&*( 7&22( 3'2%-'C#%'"$A( "-( 7"-,( 1,$,-&**:( </,%/,-( 9*"<(
3:$&7'+2(&-,(2:$+/-"$'2,3(<'%/(+#--,$%(+*'7&%,(9"-+'$1?(4/#2(%/,(%,-7(P1*&+',-(
/,&*%/Q( %&D,2( &(7"-,( 1,$,-&*'2,3( &BB-"&+/( %"( &22,22'$1( %/,( 2%&%,( "9( &( 1*&+',-A(




7,&2#-'$1( 7&22( C&*&$+,( '$;"*;,2( -,B,&%,3( B"'$%( 7,&2#-,7,$%2( #B"$( %/,(
1*&+',-( 2#-9&+,( %"( &2+,-%&'$( -&%,2( "9( &++#7#*&%'"$( &$3( &C*&%'"$( %/-"#1/( %/,(
,7B*":7,$%( "9( 2%&D,2( &$3( 2$"<( B'%2( E.#CC&-3( &$3()*&22,-A( =LLUH?( 0'$+,( %/,(
'$'%'&%'"$( "9( *"$15%,-7( 7&22( C&*&$+,( 7"$'%"-'$1( '$( MVWU( #B"$( 0%"-1*&+'X-,$A(
0<,3,$(E."*7*#$3(,%(&*)*(=LLUHA(7&$:(7"$'%"-'$1(B-"1-&72(/&;,(C,,$(2,%(#B(
&$3(+"#$%*,22(2%#3',2(/&;,(#%'*'2,3(+"$%'$#"#2(-,+"-32("9(&$$#&*(7&22(C&*&$+,(





.-*)$&(+! /,(+-! F-7*7! R$*+-5! (&4! =4(0/;! INNdi! Q)/,1-.;! GHIHi! Q$%&'()&! (&4!
Y-,,1)(;!INNNi!S%!-'!(+7;!GHHdi!Y%)++-!-'!(+7;!GHHdJ7!
8$9-:-.;!'1-!.-,$.4/!3.$4%,-4!'1.$%*1!4).-,'!0(//!6(+(&,-!0-(/%.-0-&'/!,(&!
,$&'()&! P%)'-! +(.*-! -..$./! 4%-! '$! '1-! 2(,'! '1('! 0-(/%.-0-&'/! (.-! $2'-&!0(4-!
%&4-.!4)22),%+'!/)'-!,$&4)')$&/!(&4!'1('!'1-!.-(+)'5!$2!*+(,)-.!45&(0),/!)/!0%,1!
0$.-!,$03+-C!'1(&!/)03+5!*()&/!(&4!+$//-/!('! '1-!*+(,)-.!/%.2(,-! F[.()'19()'-!
GHHNJ7! Q%.'1-.0$.-;! 3.$6+-0/! ,(&! (.)/-! 91-&! ,$&/)4-.)&*! '1-! 2(,'! '1('! '1-!
0-'1$4!/'.%**+-/!'$!'(L-!)&'$!(,,$%&'!,.-:(//-/;!4-6.)/!,$:-.-4!c$&-/!FT(L(9$!
(&4! U(&(;! INNNJ;! ,(+:)&*! (&4! )&'-.&(+! (,,%0%+(')$&! FU(6%/! (&4! @,1-+0-5-.;!
INNdJ7! ?1-.-! )/! (+/$! '1-! 3$'-&')(+! 2$.! /(03+)&*! -..$.! '$! 6)(/! '1-! .-/%+'/! 65!
-C,+%4)&*! +$,(+)/-4! .-*)$&/! $2! -C'.-0-+5!1)*1!0(//! -C,1(&*-;!91-'1-.! '1('! )/!
3$/)'):-! F(,,%0%+(')$&J! $.! &-*('):-! F(6+(')$&J7! =/! (! .-/%+';! )2! '1-! &%06-.! $2!
3$)&'!0(//!6(+(&,-!$6/-.:(')$&/! )/! )&/%22),)-&'! )&! (,,$%&')&*! 2$.! '1-!3$'-&')(+!
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(/! 3(.'! $2! b+$6(+! ?-..-/'.)(+! T-'9$.L! 2$.! b+(,)-./<! Fb?TbJ! )&'-*.('-4!








6--&! /1.)&L)&*! ('! (&! (,,-+-.(')&*! .('-7! D%,1! $6/-.:(')$&/! 1(:-! +-4! '$!
-/')0(')$&/!(&4!3.$]-,')$&/!$2!*+$6(+!/-(>+-:-+!.)/-7!Q$.!-C(03+-;!65!,(+,%+(')&*!
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/(03+-! $2! 0(//! 6(+(&,-! $6/-.:(')$&/7! 8$9-:-.;! (! L-5! ,$&,-.&! 1-.-! )/! '1-!
.-3.-/-&'('):-&-//! $2! '1-! *+$6(+! 0(//! 6(+(&,-! $6/-.:(')$&/! %3$&! 91),1! '1-!




IHI! 3.$:)4-4! .-,$.4/! 2$.! 0$.-! '1(&! ^! 5-(./7! ?1)/! )/! 3(.'),%+(.+5! ,$&,-.&)&*!
91-&!$&-!,$&/)4-./! '1-! 2(,'! '1('! '1)/!-/')0('-! )/!6(/-4!$&!4('(! 2.$0!nH7Io!$2!
'1-!*+$6(+!*+(,)-.!3$3%+(')$&!5-'!'1-!.-/%+'/!2.$0!'1)/!/'%45!9-.-!%')+)/-4!)&!'1-!
"SRR</!GHH`!.-3$.'! FA-0L-!-'!(+7;!GHH`J7! "&! '1-!/(0-!.-3$.';!4('(! 2.$0!$&+5!II!
*+(,)-./! 2$%&4! )&! 8)&4%>O%/1! O(.(L$.%0! 8)0(+(5(&! .-*)$&! 9-.-! %')+)/-4!
4-/3)'-! '1-! (.-(! .-3.-/-&')&*! '1-! +(.*-/'! ,$&,-&'.(')$&/! $2! *+(,)('-4! '-..()&!
$%'/)4-! '1-! 3$+-/7! ! =+'1$%*1! *.-('! -22$.'/! 1(:-! 6--&! 0(4-! '$! 3-.2$.0!0(//!
6(+(&,-! /'%4)-/! %/)&*! +(.*-! /(03+-/! $2! *+(,)-./;! /3(&&)&*! :(/'! *-$*.(31),(+!
.(&*-/;! '1-! .-/%+'/! 0(5! '-++! %/! .-+('):-+5! +)''+-! (6$%'! '1-! /'('-! $2! '1-! 9$.+4</!
,$++-,'):-!0$%&'()&! *+(,)-.! 3$3%+(')$&! 4%-! '$! '1-! 2(,'! '1('! '1-! 4('(! %/-4! (.-!
/)03+5!&$'!.-3.-/-&'('):-7!!
?1-!0(]$.)'5!$2! '1-!/'%4)-/! '1('! ,+()0! '$!(//-//!*+$6(+! '.-&4/! )&!*+(,)-.!1-(+'1!
(.-! 6(/-4! $&! )&2$.0(')$&! 3.$:)4-4! )&! '1-! 4('(6(/-/! $3-.('-4! 65! '1-!Vb#D!
FV$.+4!b+(,)-.!#$&)'$.)&*!D-.:),-J7!?1)/!)/!3.$6+-0('),!(/!'1-!4('(!,$++-,')$&/!
,$&'()&!:-.5! 2-9! +$&*!/-.)-/!$2!%&)&'-..%3'-4! .-,$.4/7!b(3/! )&! '1-!4('(!0(L-!
,$03(.)/$&/! 6-'9--&! 4)22-.-&'! .-*)$&/;! (&4! '1%/! '1-! )4-&')2),(')$&! $2! *+$6(+!
'.-&4/! '1.$%*1! ')0-;! :-.5! 4)22),%+'7! K+')0('-+5;! '1-.-! )/! &$'! -&$%*1! 4('(!
(:()+(6+-! '$!(++$9!.-/%+'/! '$!6-! .-3.-/-&'('):-7!Q$.!-C(03+-![.()'19()'-! FGHHGJ!
)4-&')2)-4!'1('!+-//!'1(&!Go!$2!'1-!*+$6(+!+(&4!(.-(!,$:-.-4!65!0$%&'()&!*+(,)-./!
1(/! 6--&!0-(/%.-4! )&! '-.0/! $2!0(//! 6(+(&,-! 2$.! (!0)&)0%0!4%.(')$&! $2! $&-!
5-(.7!?1)/! /1$.',$0)&*! )/!-C(,-.6('-4!65! '1-! 2(,'! '1('! '1-.-! )/!-C'.-0-!6)(/! )&!
'1-!*-$*.(31),(+!4-.):(')$&!$2!91('!+)''+-!4('(!(.-!(:()+(6+-7!j-03!-'!(+7!FGHHNJ!
$6/-.:-4!'1('!NHo!$2!0(//!6(+(&,-!4('(!,$0-!2.$0!'1-!T$.'1-.&!8-0)/31-.-!
(&4! MHo! $2! '1('! (.-! 2.$0! '1-! @%.$3-(&! =+3/7! Q%.'1-.0$.-;! '1-! 0-(/%.-4!
*+(,)-./! (.-! &$'! .-3.-/-&'('):-! $2! '1-! k(:-.(*-l!0$%&'()&! *+(,)-.! (/! '1-5! (.-!











*()&! 315/),(+! (,,-//! '$! '1-! ),-! /%.2(,-! )&! $.4-.! '$! %')+)/-! '1-! 4).-,'! $.!
*+(,)$+$*),(+!(33.$(,1!0-(&/!'1('!,%..-&'!.-,$.4/!(.-!+)0)'-4!'$!'1$/-!*+(,)-./!
'1('!(.-!-(/)+5!(,,-//)6+-7!Q%.'1-.0$.-;!)&!/$0-!)&/'(&,-/!*()&)&*!(,,-//!'$!'1-!
*+(,)-.! /%.2(,-! )/! :).'%(++5! )03$//)6+-! 4%-! '$! '1-! .-0$'-&-//! (&4! $2'-&! :-.5!
4(&*-.$%/! ,$&4)')$&/! (//$,)('-4! 9)'1! *+(,)('-4! -&:).$&0-&'/7! b-$3$+)'),(+!
)//%-/!,(&!(+/$!3.$:)4-! +$*)/'),(+!6(..)-./;!3(.'),%+(.+5! )&!8)*1!#$%&'()&!=/)(!
91-.-! *+(,)('-4! .-*)$&/! ,.$//! &(')$&(+! 6$%&4(.)-/7! #(//! 6(+(&,-! 0$&)'$.)&*!
3.$*.(0/!(.-!(+/$!(!,$/'+5!,$00)'0-&'7!=,,$.4)&*+5;!/,)-&')/'/!1(:-!-C3+$.-4!
(+'-.&('):-! (33.$(,1-/! '$! *+(,)-.! 0$&)'$.)&*! '1('! %')+)/-! '1-! -:-.>)03.$:)&*!
(:()+(6)+)'5!(&4!P%(+)'5!$2!.-0$'-+5!/-&/-4!4('(;!'1%/!&-*(')&*!'1-!.-P%).-0-&'!
$2!,$/'+5!2)-+4!/-(/$&/7!
Y(.)(')$&/! )&! *+(,)-.! '-.0)&%/! 3$/)')$&! 1(:-! +$&*! 6--&! /'%4)-4! (&4! (.-!
,$&/)4-.-4!65!0(&5!(/!$&-!$2!0$/'!.-,$*&)/(6+-!)&4),('$./!$2!*+(,)-.!1-(+'1!(&4!
'1%/! ,+)0('-! ,1(&*-! F8(-6-.+);! GHHMi!8$%*1'$&! -'! (+7;! GHHIJ7!?1-.-!1(/!6--&!(!
.-,$*&)c(6+-! .-'.-('! FpG!L0J!$2!0(&5! +(.*-!:(++-5!*+(,)-./!$&!(!*+$6(+! /,(+-! )&!




8)/'$.),(++5;! *+(,)-.! '-.0)&%/! 2+%,'%(')$&/! )&! @%.$3-! (&4! '1-! KD=! 1(:-! 6--&!
9-++>4$,%0-&'-4! (&4! )&'-.3.-'-4! %/)&*! 3()&')&*/;! 31$'$*.(31/! (&4! 2)-+4!
/%.:-5/! 4%-! '$! (! .-+('):-! -(/-! $2! (,,-//7! ?-.0)&%/! :(.)(')$&!0$&)'$.)&*! '1-&!
6-,(0-!0$.-! /5/'-0('),!9)'1! '1-! )03+-0-&'(')$&! $2! '1-! +-&*'1!0-(/%.-0-&'!
&-'9$.L!/-'%3!65!Q$.-+!)&!IdN\!F8(-6-.+)!(&4![-&)/'$&7;!INNdJ7!?$4(5;!'-.0)&%/!
2+%,'%(')$&!0-(/%.-0-&'/! 2$.! (!*+$6(+! /(03+-!$2! _H^!*+(,)-./! ,(&!6-! 2$%&4! )&!







,%( &*>( ?@AABCD( &2( &( %""*( 9"-( +&*+#*&%'$1( 2,+#*&-( 7&22( E&*&$+,( %-,$32( #2'$1( &(
+"$%'$#'%:(&FF-"&+/(";,-(%'7,(F,-'"32(+"--,2F"$3'$1(%"(%/,(3:$&7'+(-,2F"$2,(
%'7,("9('$3';'3#&*(1*&+',-2>(G,-*,7&$2(?@AABC(%""H(/'2(<"-H(&(2%,F(9#-%/,-(&$3(
-,+"$2%-#+%,3( %,7F,-&%#-,( /'2%"-',2( -&$1'$1( E&+H( %"( %/,( I'%%*,( 8+,( J1,( 9"-(
3'99,-'$1( 1*"E&*( -,1'"$2(#2'$1( 1*&+',-( %,-7'$#2( 9*#+%#&%'"$2( &*"$,>(G,-*,7&$2K(
1*"E&*( %,7F,-&%#-,( -,+"$2%-#+%'"$( ,L/'E'%,3( 1""3( &1-,,7,$%( <'%/( "%/,-(
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&*BI( >??VA( &$3( &*"$15%-&+W( 2&%,**'%,( &%%'%#3,( K"'$%'$1( G'&2,2( '$( C04JS( 6J!2(
-,*&%,3(%"(2&%,**'%,(XY'%%,-Z(HD#%/(&$3(EFFGI(>?==AB(
[$+,( %,7K"-&*( +/&$1,2( '$( 1*&+',-( 2#-9&+,( ,*,;&%'"$2( &-,( -,+"-3,3( #2'$1(
2#99'+',$%*:( +"5-,1'2%,-,3( 6J!2I( %/,( ;"*#7,( +/&$1,( +&*+#*&%'"$2( &-,( %/,$(
+"$;,-%,3( '$%"( 7&22( *"22( ,2%'7&%,2B( 4/,2,( 7&22( ,2%'7&%,2( &-,( G&2,3( #K"$(
&22#7K%'"$2( +"$+,-$'$1( %/,( 7&22( 3,$2'%:B( ."<,;,-I( %/'2( /&2( K-";,$( %"( G,(
K-"G*,7&%'+( &2(1*&+',-(7&22(3,$2'%:( '2( G:($"(7,&$2( +"$2%&$%( '$( 2K&+,("-( %'7,(
H.#22I(>?=@P(EFFG(,%(&*BI( >?=>PAB(C*%/"#1/(1,"3,%'+(7,%/"32(G&2,3(#K"$(6J!(
3'99,-,$+'$1(&-,(#$3"#G%,3*:(&$('7K"-%&$%(%""*(9"-(&22,22'$1(+/&$1,2('$(1*&+',-(
;"*#7,I(7&22(&$3( %/#2(/,&*%/( '$( -,7"%,( -,1'"$2I( %/,( -,+"1$'2,3(#$+,-%&'$%',2(
&$3(%/,(7,&2#-,2(-,L#'-,3(%"(";,-+"7,(2,$2"-(G'&2,2(&$3(+"5-,1'2%-&%'"$('22#,2(
7,&$( %/&%( %/'2( &KK-"&+/( +&$( G,( 3'99'+#*%( %"( &KK*:( %"( ;,-:( *&-1,( 1,"1-&K/'+&*(
,M%,$%2(&$3(2&7K*,2B((
[$,( 7,%/"3( %/&%( +&$( &22,22( 1*&+',-( +/&$1,2( "$( &( ;,-:( *&-1,( 2K&%'&*( 2+&*,(
/"<,;,-I( '2( 1-&;'7,%-:B( 0'$+,( '%2( *&#$+/( '$( >??>I( %/,( )-&;'%:( S,+";,-:( &$3(
R*'7&%,(JMK,-'7,$%( H)SCRJA(2&%,**'%,(/&2( -,+"-3,3(7"$%/*:(;&-'&%'"$2( '$( %/,(
1*"G,\2(1-&;'%&%'"$&*(9',*3(&$3(,$&G*,3(2+',$%'2%2(%"(+&*+#*&%,(7&22(;&-'&%'"$2("$(





)4-&')25! ,1(&*-/! )&! '1-! @(.'1</! *+(,)('-4! .-*)$&/! (&4! 1(:-! -:)4-&,-4! +(.*-!
+$//-/!$2!),-!0(//!)&!=+(/L(!F-7*7!=.-&4'!-'!(+7;!GHHdi!=.-&4'!-'!(+7;!GHI\i!R1-&!-'!
(+7;!GHH_i!A%'1,L-!-'!(+7;!GHHdi!?(0)/)-(;!GHH^J;!R(&(4(!F-7*7!b(.4&-.!-'!(+7;!GHIIJ;!




E-,-06-.! GHIH! Fq(,$6! -'! (+7;! GHIGJ7! ?1%/;! %&+)L-! *-$4-'),! (&4! *+(,)$+$*),(+!
(33.$(,1-/! '$! (//-//)&*! ,1(&*-/! )&! *+(,)-.! /'('-;! *.(:)0-'.5! )/! /%)'-4! '$!
(//-//)&*!,1(&*-/!)&!*+(,)-.!/'('-!$&!(!:-.5!+(.*-!*-$*.(31),(+!/,(+-7!
8$9-:-.! '1-.-! (.-! (! &%06-.! $2! +)0)'(')$&/! (&4! %&,-.'()&')-/! (//$,)('-4!9)'1!
-/')0(')&*! *+(,)-.!0(//! +$//! %/)&*! *.(:)0-'.5! 4('(7! [-2$.-! -/')0(')&*! *+(,)-.!
0(//!,1(&*-!2.$0!:(.)(')$&/!)&!'1-!-(.'1</!*.(:)'5!2)-+4;!'1-!)&2+%-&,-!$2!*+(,)(+!
)/$/'('),! (4]%/'0-&'/! 0%/'! 6-! (,,$%&'-4! 2$.! (&4! .-0$:-4! 2.$0! 2)&(+! 0(//!
-/')0(')$&/!Fj1(&*!-'!(+7;!GHI\J7!D)0)+(.+5;!0(//!6(+(&,-!-/')0('-/!0(5!(+/$!6-!
(22-,'-4! 4%-! '$! 4-2),)-&,)-/! )&! '1-! 0$4-+! %/-4! '$! ,$..-,'! ('0$/31-.),!
)&'-.2-.-&,-!)&!bU=R@!3.$4%,'/!FE%(&!-'!(+7;!GHIGJ7!D3%.)$%/!]%03/!)4-&')2)-4!
)&! '1-! ('0$/31-.),! (&4! $,-(&!4->(+)(/)&*! 3.$4%,';! %/-4! )&! 3$/'>3.$,-//)&*! $2!
bU=R@!4('(;!1(:-!'1-!3$'-&')(+!'$!2(+/-+5!(,,$%&'!2$.!`!,0!$2!-P%):(+-&'!9('-.!
'1),L&-//! F@V?J! ,1(&*-! 2$.! *+(,)('-4! .-*)$&/! )&! '1-!t)&*1()g?)6-'(&! S+('-(%!
(&4! D$%'1! =0-.),(! FE%(&! -'! (+7;! GHIGJ7! ?-..-/'.)(+! 9('-.! /'$.-/! ,(&! (+/$!
,$03+),('-! )&'-.3.-'(')$&/! $2! *+(,)-.! 0(//! +$//7! Q$.! -C(03+-! *.$%&49('-.!
.-,1(.*-!65!*+(,)-.!0-+'!9('-.;!)2!$,,%..)&*!,+$/-!'$!'1-!/$%.,-!$2!'1-!0-+'!9('-.;!
9$%+4!.-/%+'!)&!+)''+-!:(.)(')$&!)&!'1-!*.(:)'(')$&(+!0(//!$2!'1-!.-*)$&!Fq(,$6!-'!
(+7;! GHIGJ7! ?1)/! 0(5! 1-+3! '$! -C3+()&! 915! *.(:)0-'.),! -/')0(')$&/! $2! 0(//!
6(+(&,-! (.-! ,$&/)/'-&'+5! +-//! &-*('):-! '1(&! +$,(+! -/')0('-/! $6'()&-4! %/)&*! '1-!
4).-,'a*+(,)$+$*),(+! 0-'1$4! (/! 9-++! (/! ),-! /%.2(,-! -+-:(')$&/! 4)22-.-&,)&*!
Fb(.4-++-!-'!(+7;!GHI\J7!?1-!*.(:)0-'.),!(33.$(,1!(+/$!3.$4%,-/!(!*.-('!4-(+!$2!
%&,-.'()&'5! 91-&! '.5)&*! '$! 4)/')&*%)/1! 6-'9--&! :(.)(')$&/! )&! *.$%&4! 9('-.!
/'$.(*-! (&4! *+(,)-.! ),-! 0(//! Fb(.4&-.! -'! (+7;! GHIIi! j1(&*! -'! (+7;! GHI\J7! Q$.!
-C(03+-;! *.(:)0-'.),! 4('(! 1(:-! 6--&! %/-4! (/! -:)4-&,-! $2! '1-! 4-3+-')$&! $2!
*.$%&4!9('-.!/'$.-/!)&!&$.'1-.&!"&4)(!$:-.!'1-!3(/'!4-,(4-!FU$4-++!-'!(+7;!GHHNi!
?)9(.)! -'! (+7;! GHHNJ7! 8$9-:-.;! '1)/! )/! 3(.'),%+(.+5! 3.$6+-0('),! 2$.! *.(:)0-'.),!








/)*&(+/! )&! '1)/! .-*)$&! F#('/%$! (&4! 8-L);! GHIHJ7! 8$9-:-.;! 3-.1(3/! '1-! L-5!
+)0)'(')$&!'$!%/)&*!bU=R@!4('(!'$!(//-//!*+(,)-.!1-(+'1!)/!'1('!'1-!*.(:)0-'.),!
0-'1$4! 1(/! (! ,$(./-! /3(')(+! .-/$+%')$&! F'53),(++5! !! MHH! L0J;! 0-(&)&*! '1('!
)&4):)4%(+!*+(,)-./!(&4!/0(++!154.$+$*),(+!6(/)&/!,(&&$'!6-!.-/$+:-4! 2.$0!'1-!
9)4-.!/)*&(+!Fb(.4&-.!-'!(+7;!GHI\J7!
?1-/-! )//%-/! 3-.'()&)&*! '$! '1-! .-/$+%')$&! (&4! /,(+-;! '$! 91),1! '1-! 0-'1$4/!
4)/,%//-4!'1%/!2(.!,(&!6-!(33+)-4;!3.$:)4-!'1-!,.%C!$2!'1-!3.$6+-0!,$&,-.&)&*!
1$9! *+$6(+! -/')0('-/! $2! *+(,)-.! 1-(+'1! (&4! '1%/! ,+)0('-! ,1(&*-! (.-! $6/-.:-4!
(&4!3.$4%,-47!K/)&*!9)4-!,$:-.)&*;!+$9!.-/$+%')$&!*.(:)0-'.5!$.!-C'.(3$+(')&*!
*+$6(+! /)*&(+/! $2! *+(,)-.! 1-(+'1! (&4! ,+)0('-! ,1(&*-! 2.$0! (! .-+('):-+5! /0(++!
&%06-.! $2! 4).-,'! a! *-$4-'),! $6/-.:(')$&/! 9$%+4! 6-! /%22),)-&'! )2! '1-! 9$.+4</!
*+(,)-.!3$3%+(')$&!9(/!.-/3$&4)&*!'$!,+)0('-!2$.,)&*!1$0$*-&$%/+57!8$9-:-.;!
.-,-&'!$6/-.:(')$&/!4-0$&/'.('-!'1('!'1)/!)/!/)03+5!&$'!'1-!,(/-7!
Q$.! -C(03+-;! *+$6(+! *+(,)-.! ),-! 0(//! +$//! ,(+,%+('-4! %/)&*! bU=R@! 4('(!
3.$4%,-4!0%,1! +$9-.! -/')0('-/! '1(&! '1$/-! (,1)-:-4! 65! 4).-,'! a! *+(,)$+$*),(+!
0(//! 6(+(&,-! 0-(/%.-0-&'/! Fb(.4&-.! -'! (+7;! GHI\J7! ?$! (,,$%&'! 2$.! '1-/-!
:(.)(')$&/;!b(.4&-.!-'!(+7!FGHI\J!%/-4!"R@D('!-+-:(')$&!4('(!'$!(//-//!),-!/%.2(,-!
-+-:(')$&!,1(&*-/!9)'1)&!IHH!L0!$2!-(,1!*+(,)$+$*),(+!0-(/%.-0-&'!)&!'1-!2):-!
0()&! *+(,)('-4! .-*)$&/! $&! '1-! *+$6-!91-.-! 6$'1! 4('(/-'/! -C)/'-47! ?1-! .-/%+'/!
.-:-(+-4! '1('! k&-)*16$%.1$$4/l! $2! '1-! *+(,)$+$*),(+! 0-(/%.-0-&'/! 9-.-!
'1)&&)&*!('!(!/)*&)2),(&'+5!1)*1-.!.('-!'1(&!'1-).!.-*)$&(+!0-(&/7!b(.4&-.!-'!(+7!
(''.)6%'-4! '1)/! :(.)(')$&! '$! /(03+)&*! 6)(/! 91-.-! *+(,)$+$*),(+! 0-(/%.-0-&'/!
'-&4!'$!6-!+$,('-4!)&!/%6!.-*)$&/!91-.-!0(//!+$//!)/!*.-('-.!'1(&!)&!'1-).!.-*)$&!











'1-! @(/'-.&;! R-&'.(+! (&4!V-/'-.&!8)0(+(5(! F[-.'1)-.! -'! (+7! GHH`i! [$+,1! -'! (+7!
GHIGi!Q%])'(!(&4!T%)0%.(;!GHIIi!Oss6;!GHH^J!91)+/'!*+(,)-.!-P%)+)6.)%0!(&4!-:-&!
'1),L-&)&*!(&4!(4:(&,-!1(/!6--&!3.$3$/-4!2$.!'1-!O(.(L$.%0!Fb(.4-++-!-'!(+7;!
GHIG6i! b(.4-++-! -'! (+7! GHI\i! 8-9)''! GHH^i! Oss6! -'! (+7;! GHIGJ! (&4! '1-! S(0)./!
Fb(.4-++-!-'!(+7;! GHI\J7!?1-/-! .-*)$&(+!:(.)(')$&/! )&!*+(,)-.!6-1(:)$%.! )&! .-,-&'!
4-,(4-/! 1(:-! 6--&! (''.)6%'-4! '$! /3(')(++5! 1-'-.$*-&-$%/! ,+)0('-! 2$.,)&*!
Fb(.4-++-!-'!(+7;!GHI\i!U(/0%//-&;!GHI\i!D1-L1(.!-'!(+7;!GHIHi!V)+'/1).-;!GHI\J!$.!





6(/)&! ,+)0('-! FT(.(0(! -'! (+7;! GHIHJ7! D)0)+(.+5;! S(%+! (&4! 8(-6-.+)! FGHHdJ!
)4-&')2)-4!/)*&)2),(&'!:(.)(6)+)'5!)&!*+(,)-.!'1)&&)&*!.('-/!(,.$//!'1-!D9)//!=+3/7!
?1-5! )4-&')2)-4! '1('! 0-(&! '1),L&-//! ,1(&*-/! $2! )&4):)4%(+! *+(,)-./! ,$%+4! 6-!
,$..-+('-4!'$!'1-).!/)c-;!-+-:(')$&;!(&4!-C3$/%.-!'$!)&/$+(')$&7!=/!(!.-/%+';!0(//!
+$//! %3$&! +(.*-! *+(,)-./! ,(&! 6-! %&4-.-/')0('-4! )2! )&2-..-4! 2.$0! 4).-,'! 0(//!
6(+(&,-! 0-(/%.-0-&'/! 2.$0! /0(++-.! *+(,)-./7! ?1-/-! $6/-.:(')$&/! 9-.-!
/%33$.'-4! 65! [.()'19()'-! -'! (+7! FGHI\J;! 91$! )4-&')2)-4! '1('! '-03-.('%.-!
/-&/)'):)')-/! :(.)-4! /)*&)2),(&'+5! 6-'9--&! )&4):)4%(+! *+(,)-./! (,.$//! '1-! =+3/7!
=,,$.4)&*+5;! '1-5! ,$&,+%4-4! '1('! '1-!=+3/! ,$%+4! &$'! 6-! .-*(.4-4! (/! (! /)&*+-!
.-*)$&!$2!1$0$*-&$%/!*+(,)-.!0(//!6(+(&,-!:(.)(')$&/7!!
V)'1! '1-/-! /'%4)-/! )&! 0)&4;! )'! )/! ,+-(.! '1('! -C'.(3$+(')&*! *+$6(+! -/')0('-/! $2!
*+(,)-.! /'('-! 2.$0! (! /0(++! &%06-.! $2! 4).-,'+5! 0-(/%.-4! 0(//! 6(+(&,-!
$6/-.:(')$&/! )/! )&(33.$3.)('-7! Y(.)(')$&/! )&! 153/$0-'.5! FU(3-.! (&4!
[.()'19()'-;!GHHNJ;!4-6.)/!,$:-.!FT(L(9$!(&4!U(&(!INNNi!D,1-.+-.!-'!(+7;!GHII(J;!
+$,(+!,+)0('-!F[.()'19()'-!-'!(+7;!GHI\J;!(/3-,'!FS(%+!(&4!8(-6-.+);!GHHdJ;!'1-.0(+!
.-*)0-! (&4! /%.*)&*! F8-9)'';! GHH`J! (&4! 6-4! /+$3-! FOss6;! GHH^J! ,(&! .-/%+'! )&!
1-'-.$*-&-$%/! *+(,)-.! .-/3$&/-! '$! (! %&)2$.0! ,+)0('),! 2$.,)&*7! ?1-.-2$.-! )2!9-!
(.-!'$!'.%+5!%&4-./'(&4!1$9!0$%&'()&!*+(,)-./!(.-!2(.)&*!)&!'1-!,%..-&'!,+)0('-;!
)'!)/!)03-.('):-!'1('!9-!(.-!(6+-!'$!)4-&')25!,1(&*-/!)&!*+(,)-.!1-(+'1!('!(!1)*1-.!
/3(')(+! .-/$+%')$&7!K&2$.'%&('-+5;!bU=R@!-/')0('-/! +(,L! '1-! /3(')(+! .-/$+%')$&!






:)'(++5! )03$.'(&';! .-0()&! '$$! '(C)&*! '$!-&(6+-!(&(+5/)/! '$!-C'-&4! '$! '1-!*+$6(+!
*+(,)-.! 3$3%+$%/7! ?1%/;! *):-&! '1-! ,$03+-C;! /3(')(++5! (&4! '-03$.(++5! :(.)(6+-!
.-/3$&/-/! '1('! *+(,)-./! 1(:-! 4)/3+(5-4! '$! ,%..-&'! ,+)0('-! 3-.'%.6(')$&/;! )'! )/!
,+-(.!'1('!(!*+(,)-.!1-(+'1!0-(/%.-!)/!.-P%).-4!'1('!,(&!6-!.-3+),('-4!9)'1!-(/-!
(&4! -22),)-&,5! %3$&! -(,1! )&4):)4%(+! *+(,)-.! $&! (! *+$6(+! /,(+-7! Q%.'1-.0$.-;!
&-,-//)'5! /'('-/! '1('! '1-! 0-'.),! 6-! (! 2%&,')$&! $2! '1-! ,$03+-C! .-+(')$&/1)3!
6-'9--&!,+)0('-!2$.,)&*;!2+$9!45&(0),/!(&4!%+')0('-+5!*+(,)-.!-C'-&'!(&4!'1%/!
0%/'!-C'-&4!6-5$&4!.-(+0!$2!6(/),!b+(,)-.!@+-:(')$&!"&4),-/;!/%,1!(/!0)4>.(&*-!
*+(,)-.! -+-:(')$&! $.! '1-! '-.0)&%/>'$>1-(49(++! (+')'%4-! .(')$! F?8=UJ! 0-'.),!
F[-&&!(&4!A-10L%1+;!GHHHJ7!
I7\ B6]-,'):-/!




""7 =//-//! '1-! 4-*.--! '$!91),1! ),-! /%.2(,-! S+(&2$.0! R%.:('%.-! ?.(&/)')$&!
3.-/-&,-! (&4! 3$/)')$&! )/! (! 2%&,')$&! $2! '1-! )&'-.(,')$&! 6-'9--&! ,+)0('-!
2$.,)&*!(&4!*+(,)-.!45&(0),/!65!,$03(.)&*!),-!/%.2(,-!*-$0-'.5!'$!$'1-.!
9-++! -/'(6+)/1-4! 0-(/%.-/! $2! *+(,)-.! 1-(+'1! F@A=;! 0(//! 6(+(&,-! (&4!
==UJ7!
"""7 E-:-+$3! *%)4-+)&-/! (/! '$! 1$9! '1.-->4)0-&/)$&(+! ),-! /%.2(,-! *-$0-'.5;!
(&4!,1(&*-/!'1-.-$2;!/1$%+4!6-!0-(/%.-4!(&4!1$9!$6/-.:(')$&/!,(&!6-!
.-+('-4!'$!,+)0('-!2$.,)&*!(&4!*+(,)-.!1-(+'17!
"Y7 R$&4%,'!0$4-++)&*! -C3-.)0-&'/! '$! (//-//! 1$9! ),-! /%.2(,-! *-$0-'.5! )/!
(22-,'-4! 65! :(.)$%/! ,+)0('-! 2$.,)&*! 0-,1(&)/0/! (&4! '$3$*.(31),!
/-'')&*/7!
Y7 R$03)+-! (! 4('(6(/-! $2! ),-! /%.2(,-! *-$0-'.5! ,1(.(,'-.)/'),/! 2$.! (! +(.*-!
/(03+-!$2!*+(,)-./!)&!'1-!8)&4%!O%/1>O(.(L$.%0>8)0(+(5(!F8OO8J7!
Y"7 K/-!'1-!,$03)+-4!4('(!'$!)&2-.!'1-!/'('-!$2!*+(,)-./!(,.$//!'1-!.-*)$&!(&4!
)4-&')25! ,+)0('->2$.,)&*! 0-,1(&)/0/! '1('! 0(5! 1(:-! .-/%+'-4! )&! /%,1!
$6/-.:(')$&/7!
Y""7 @:(+%('-!'1-!%/-!$2!'1.-->4)0-&/)$&(+!),-!/%.2(,-!*-$0-'.5!$6/-.:(')$&/!









2$,%/-/! %3$&! 4-:-+$3)&*! $%.! %&4-./'(&4)&*! $2! 1$9! /%.2(,-! *-$0-'.5! $2!
0$%&'()&! *+(,)-./! )/! .-+('-4! '$! ,+)0('-! 2$.,)&*! (&4! 1$9! $6/-.:(')$&/! $2! '1)/!
31-&$0-&$&! ,(&! )&2$.0!%/! $2! 1$9!*+(,)-./! (.-! 2(.)&*! )&! '1-! ,%..-&'! ,+)0('-7!
?1-!/-,$&4!3(.'!$2!'1-!'1-/)/!'1-&!%')+)/-/!'1)/!&-9+5!4-:-+$3-4!L&$9+-4*-!(&4!
(33+)-/! '1)/! %&4-./'(&4)&*! '$! '1-! '(/L! $2! (//-//)&*! '1-! 1-(+'1! /'('-! $2! (! +(.*-!
/(03+-!$2!*+(,)-./! '1(';!1)'1-.'$;!1(:-!&$'!6--&!/'%4)-4!('! /%,1!(! /,(+-!(&4! )&!
/%,1! 4-'()+7! ?1-/-! )&/)*1'/!9)++! '1-&! 6-! %/-4! '$! )&2-.! ,+)0('-! ,1(&*-/! 2$.! '1-!
.-*)$&7!
?1)/!3.$,-//!)/!)&)')('-4!)&!,1(3'-.!'9$!91-.-!'1-!$.)*)&!$2!'1-!)4-(!'1('!'1.-->
4)0-&/)$&(+! /%.2(,-!*-$0-'.5! ,1(.(,'-.)/'),/! ,(&!6-!%/-4! '$! )&2-.! )&2$.0(')$&!
(6$%'!*+(,)-.! /'('-;!9)++!6-!4)/,%//-47!?1-!,1(3'-.! '1-&!*$-/!$&! '$! '1$.$%*1+5!
.-:)-9! (&4! (//-//! '1-! 315/),(+! 0-,1(&)/0/! '1('! ,(%/-! 0$%&'()&! *+(,)-./! '$!
'-&4!'$9(.4/!(&!)4-(+)/-4!/%.2(,-!*-$0-'.57!?1-!,1(3'-.!9)++!'1-&!3.$:)4-!&-9!
)&/)*1'/!65! '1-$.-'),(++5!-C3+$.)&*!1$9! ),-! /%.2(,-!*-$0-'.5!0(5!-:$+:-!$:-.!




?1-! /%6/-P%-&'! '9$! ,1(3'-./! '1-&! -C'-&4! '1-! '1-$.-'),(+! %&4-./'(&4)&*!
4-:-+$3-4!)&!,1(3'-.!'9$!65!,$03(.)&*!),-!/%.2(,-!*-$0-'.5!$6/-.:(')$&/!9)'1!




)&:-/')*('-/! 1$9! ,1(&*-/! )&! ),-! /%.2(,-! *-$0-'.5! $:-.! ')0-! ,(&! 6-! .-+('-4! '$!
*+(,)-.!0(//!6(+(&,-!2$.,)&*!(&4!$'1-.!)&4),('$./!$2!*+(,)-.!2+%,'%(')$&7!?1)/!)/!












*+(,)-.! 2+%,'%(')$&/! (.-! 4.):-&! 65! :(.)$%/! 0(//! 6(+(&,-! 2$.,)&*! 0-,1(&)/0/!
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Surface contours generated from ASTER GDEM data overlain upon a SPOT5 image of White Glacier, Axel Heigberg 
Island. Note the smooth transition in the accumulation area (red circles) compared to the sharp / abrupt transition in the 
ablation area (green circles) 
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The change in transverse surface profile from the accumulation area (concave) to the ablation area (convex) on White 
Glacier (A), Hellstugubreen (B) and Hintereisferner (C). The red box highlights the transition zone. Topographic maps 






The change in transverse surface profile from the accumulation area (concave) to the ablation area (Convex) on Rhone 
Glacier, Switzerland. The red box highlights the transition zone. Contours generated from SRTM data overlain upon a 
Landsat false colour composite image. 
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Longitudinal extension from headwall to ELA switches to longitudinal compression from ELA to terminus. The white 
and red arrows signify rates of accumulation and ablation respectively. 
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Left) Glaciers in the Kunlun Shan constrained by the wider topography. Right) Glaciers in the Kunlun Shan where ice is 
not confined to by valley walls. Under such conditions, transverse ice flow compression is drastically reduced. 
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Hypothetical scenario that describes the evolution through time of the convex transverse surface profiles that 
characterise ablation areas 
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Hypothetical scenario that describes the evolution through time of the concave transverse surface profiles that 
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High levels of interannual variability is visible in the ELA measurements (Data source: Fluctuaions of Glacier Series 
(WGMS). 
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Envisaged PCT “evolution scenarios” (S1-S8) that could potentially occur between initial (T1) and subsequent (T2) 
observations of PCT location. 
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Left: The directional vector of the PCT between an initial observation at T1 (red circle) and subsequent observation at 
T2. Right: Idealised longitudinal glacier profile demonstrating the theoretical change in glacier volume and surface 
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Left: The directional vector of the PCT between an initial observation at T1 and subsequent observation at T2. Right: 
Idealised longitudinal glacier profile demonstrating the theoretical change in glacier volume and surface elevation 
required between T1 (dashed surface) and T2 (solid black line) to enable PCT increase in X with no change in Z. (
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Left: The directional vector of the PCT between an initial observation at T1 and subsequent observation at T2. Right: 
Idealised longitudinal glacier profile demonstrating the theoretical change in glacier volume and surface elevation 
required between T1 (dashed surface) and T2 (solid black line) to enable PCT increase in X with no change in Z. 
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Left: The directional vector of the PCT between an initial observation at T1 and subsequent observations at T2 and T3. 
Right: Idealised longitudinal glacier profile demonstrating the PCT behaviour through different stages between T1 and 
T3. Glacier surface represented at T1 (dashed surface), T2 (solid grey line) and T3 (solid blue line). The yellow triangle 
highlights the area of potential PCT location after T1 on glacier with sustained positive mass balance. 
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Left: The directional vector of the PCT between an initial observation at T1 and subsequent observation at T2. Right: 
Idealised longitudinal glacier profile demonstrating the theoretical change in glacier volume required between T1 
(dashed surface) and T2 (solid black line) to enable PCT display no change in X whilst decreasing in Z. 
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Left: The directional vector of the PCT between an initial observation at T1 and subsequent observation at T2. Right: 
Idealised longitudinal glacier profile demonstrating the theoretical change in glacier volume required between T1 
(dashed surface) and T2 (solid black line) to enable PCT to display change in X whilst decreasing in Z 
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Left: The directional vector of the PCT between an initial observation at T1 and subsequent observation at T2. Right: 
Idealised longitudinal glacier profile demonstrating the theoretical change in glacier volume required between T1 
(dashed surface) and T2 (solid black line) to enable the PCT to display a reduction (retreat) along the X plane whilst 
maintaining a uniform Z value (elevation) between observations 
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Left: The directional vector of the PCT between an initial observation at T1 and subsequent observation at T2. Right: 





(dashed surface) and T2 (solid black line) to enable the PCT to display a reduction (retreat) along the X plane whilst 
increasing its Z value (elevation) between observations. 
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Left: The directional vector of the PCT between an initial observation at T1 and subsequent observations at T2 and T3. 
Right: Idealised longitudinal glacier profile demonstrating the PCT behaviour through different stages between T1 and 
T3. Glacier surface represented at T1 (dashed surface), T2 (solid grey line) and T3 (solid blue line). The yellow triangle 
highlights the area of potential PCT location after T1 on a glacier with sustained negative mass balance 
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Left: The directional vector of the PCT between an initial observation at T1 and subsequent observation at T2. Right: 
Idealised longitudinal glacier profile demonstrating the theoretical change in glacier volume required between T1 
(dashed surface) and T2 (solid black line) to enable the PCT to display no observable movement along the X plane whilst 
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Theoretical changes in proportional PCT location upon the glacier surface. The horizontal axis represents the 
proportional elevation of the PCT between the maximum ice elevation and the minimum ice elevation. Points closer to 
the grey box represent glaciers displaying synchronised response to climate forcing. 
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Relationship between normalised observed ELA and 
normalised Kinematic ELA (Hess altitude) taken form 
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The ELA0, in this case 2921m.a.s.l., is calculated at the elevation at which the regression line intercepts MB=0 on the x-
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The images highlight the impact of icefalls on identifying PCTs. Straightening of the surface contours can be 
observed upon Corbassière Glacier, in the Swiss Alps, where ice flows over localised steep sections in the 












  Landsat Scene Information (SPOT*) 
Name Country Latitude Longitude No. ELA record years Path/Row Acq. Date 
Abramov Kyrgyzstan 39°40'N 71°30'E 31 152/33 16/09/2000 
Argentiere France 45°58'N 6°56' E 5 195/28 25/07/1999 
Blue USA 47°49'N 123°41'W 40 047/27 22/09/2002 
Chhota Shigri India 32°20' N 77°50' E 5 147/38 15/10/2000 
Djankuat Russia 43°12'N 42°46'E 40 172/30 12/09/2000 
Findelen Switzerland 46°.00' N 7°.87' E 6 194/28 02/07/1999 
Gebroulaz France 45°.30' N 6°.63' E 5 195/25 30/07/2001 
Golubina Kyrgyzstan 42°27'N 74°30'E 23 151/30 06/08/1999 
Gries Switzerland 46°26'N 8°20'E 49 194/28 02/07/1999 
Gulkana USA 63°14'N 145°28'W 43 067/16 01/08/2002 
Helm Canada 49°58'N 123°00'W 32 12/305* 27/10/2008 
Hinterisferner Austria 46°48'N 10°46'E 58 192/27 28/07/2002 
Jamtalferner Austria 46°42'N 10°10'E 21 192/27 28/07/2002 
Karabatkak Kyrgyzstan 42°06'N 78°18'E 23 148/31 18/09/1999 
Kesselwandferner Austria 46°50'N 10°48'E 58 192/27 28/07/2002 
Lemon Creek USA 59°36N 134°36W 58 057/19 03/08/1999 
Leviy Aktru Russia 50°05'N 87°44'E 32 144/25 22/07/2000 
Malavalle Italy 46°.95 'N 11°.20 'E 9 119/27 26/08/2001 
Marmaglaciaeren Sweden 68°05'N 18°41'E 20 197/12 31/07/2002 
Midre Lovenbreen Svalbard 78°.88' N 12°.07' E 31 220/03 26/07/2000 
No. 125 Russia 50°06 N 87°42 E 30 144/25 22/07/2000 
Ochsentaler Austria 46°51'N 10°06'E 9 193/27 13/09/1999 
Pasterzen Austria 47°.10' N 12°.7' E 6 192/27 28/07/2002 
Peyto Canada 51°40'N 116°32'W 44 11/631* 29/08/2010 
Rabots Glacier Sweden 67°54'N 18°33'E 26 197/12 31/07/2002 
Saint Sorlain France 45°11'N 6°10'E 11 195/25 30/07/2001 
Silvretta Switzerland 46°51'N 10°05'E 51 194/27 02/07/1999 
South Cascade USA 48°22'N 121°03'W 45 046/26 14/08/2002 
Storbreen Svalbard 61°34'N 8°08'E 62 199/17 25/09/2000 
Storglaciaren Sweden 67°54'N 18°34'E 64 197/12 31/07/2002 
Tasman New Zealand 43°31S 170°19'E 21 076/91 17/01/2001 
TS.Tuyuksuyskiy Kyrgyzstan 43°00'N 77°06'E 54 149/30 03/10/2002 
Urumqi North China 43°05'N 86°49'E 31 143/30 03/06/2002 
Urumqi South China 43°05'N 86°49'E 31 143/30 03/06/2002 
White Canada 79°27'N 90°40'W 47 09/004* 29/08/2008 
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Top: Identifying the straightest contour on Hintereisferner is assisted by passing a straight line through the points at 
which each contour crosses the ice margin.: A= Concave, B= Straightest, C= Convex. Bottom: Mapping of the straight 
contour (PCT) with a “Point” shapefile and the centreline intercept. (50m contours generated using SRTM data 
overlaying a FCC Landsat ETM+ image) 
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The linear relationship between measured PCTa 
and observed ELA values provided by the WGMS. 
A: PCTa vs mean ELA record (N=36). B; PCTa vs 
5 year mean ELA (N=36). C; PCTa vs calculated 
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A: Normalised PCT elevation vs normalised mean of full ELA record (N=36). B: Normalised PCT elevation vs 
normalised ELA0 (N=28). Normalised by dividing PCT and ELA elevation by the maximum glacier elevation. Dashed 
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The non linear or lack of relationship between ELA and mass balance (top left), and AAR and mass balance (top right) 
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A: PCT derived AAR vs average AAR calculated from WGMS records. B: PCT derived AAR vs steady state AAR0 
published by WGMS. 
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A: Normalised PCT elevation vs Normalised AAR derived ELA for entire sample (N=295). B: Normalised PCT elevation 
vs Normalised AAR derived ELA for glaciers with heavy debris mantles (N=58). C: Normalised PCT elevation vs 


















 DEBRIS FREE DEBRIS MANTLED 










MEAN 0.44 -35 0.54 110 
STD. ERROR 0.01 7 0.02 38 
STD. DEVIATION 0.14 111 0.14 288 
RANGE 0.71 778 0.59 1426 
MAX 0.85 360 0.84 1000 
MIN 0.14 -415 0.25 -426 "#$%&!'()!*+,,#-.!*"#"/*"/0*!12-!30"!#45!##-!5&-/6&5!&%#7!
The table provides descriptive statistics for the PCTp upon both debris-mantled and debris-free glaciers as well as 
information concerning the elevation difference between PCTa and AAR derived ELA on the debris-free and debris-
mantled glacier samples. 
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T,22,*C&$39,-$,-( 9-"7( %/,( :,&-( RUU[( C,-,( 3,-'>,3( &$3( ,L%-&+%,3( 9-"7( &( IU(
7,%-,( -,2"*#%'"$(6O!( "9( %/,( -,1'"$(7&3,( 9-,,*:( &>&'*&B*,( B:( %/,( 4'-"*( A"+&*(
1">,-$7,$%( P&++,22,3( %/-"#1/\( CCCE%'-"*E1>E&%]&DD*'K&%'"$,$],5(






@( 7( A"'$%( 3,$2'%:( &$3( B&2( A-">'3,3( -,&3'*:( 1,"-,9,-,$+,3( '$(
!)8CD#2%-'&C)ECF,2%(A-"G,+%'"$H(I9'1#-,(JH@K((
(!"#$%&'()*+',"%-.'."/0%'
LiDAR based hillshade of Hintereisferner and Kesselwandferner in 2006. ()*)1)*)1)* .2/0%'/&3'4567+4859:662;<'=;>':8858'=66:66?:;7'
4/,( L'6DM( 6N!( -,2"*#%'"$( B&2( -,52&7A*,3( '$( D-+)80( #2'$1( O'5*'$,&-(
'$%,-A"*&%'"$(%"(%/,(-,2"*#%'"$("9(%/,(-,9,-,$+,(0M4!(6N!(IPQ(7KH(4/,(L'6DM(
6N!(B&2( %/,$( +"5-,1'2%,-,3( %"( %/,( 0M4!( 3&%&R( #2'$1( &( @2%5"-3,-( A"*:$"7'&*(
%-&$29"-7&%'"$( 7"3,*( '$( N-3&28!D)8SN( O&2,3( #A"$( TQ( &#%"7&%'+&**:(
1,$,-&%,3(%',5A"'$%2("$(2%&O*,(%,--&'$R(-,2#*%'$1('$(&$(&>,-&1,(A*&$'7,%-'+(M!0N(
"9( QHTU(7H( N2%'7&%'"$2( "9( &O2"*#%,( ,*,>&%'"$( ,--"-2( -,V#'-,( %/,( #2,( "9( 1-"#$3(
+"$%-"*( A"'$%2( I)=<2K( 9-"7( 7"-,( &++#-&%,( ,*,>&%'"$( 3&%&2,%2( 9"-( %/,( -,1'"$(





3&%&2,%2( 9"-( %/,( &-,&( A,-,( &>&'*&B*,C( %/,( !"#$%&'"( ,--"-( A&2( ,2%'7&%,3( 9-"7(
-,2'3#&*2("9(%/,(3'99,-,$+,(B,%A,,$(%/,(DEEF(G'6HI(3,-'>,(6J!(&$3(%/,(0I4!(
6J!( ">,-( '+,59-,,( %,--&'$( A'%/( 2*"K,( 1-&3',$%2( L( DEM( NO"/*,-( ,%( &*PC( DEEQRP(
!,&2#-,7,$%2(A,-,(%&S,$(">,-( *"A(2*"K,(1-&3',$%2(B,+&#2,(27&**(1,"*"+&%'"$(
,--"-2( "$( 2%,,K( 2*"K,2( +&$( *,&3( %"( *&-1,( ,*,>&%'"$( 3'99,-,$+,2P( 4/'2( K-"+,22(
K-"3#+,3(&(7,&$(,*,>&%'"$("992,%("9(EPTU(7(A'%/(&(2%&$3&-3(3,>'&%'"$("9(VWW(7(
B&2,3( #K"$( &$&*:2'2( "9( DXCXUE( +"--,2K"$3'$1( K'Y,*2P( ()'>,$( %/&%( %/,( -,K"-%,3(
,*,>&%'"$( ,--"-2( 9"-( 0I4!( 3&%&( &-,( '$( %/,( -,1'"$( "9( Z( @(7( NI"3-'1#,[( ,%( &*PC(
DEEFRC( %/,( 27&**( 7,&$( ,*,>&%'"$( "992,%( "9( %/,( DEEF( ,K"+/( A&2( +"$2'3,-,3(
$,1*'1'B*,P( 4/,( -,*&%'>,( ,*,>&%'"$( ,--"-( "9( %/,( DEEF( ,K"+/( 6J!( '2( +"$2'3,-,3(
/,-,(%"(-,9*,+%(%/,(2%&$3&-3(3,>'&%'"$("9(%/,("995'+,("992,%2("9(VWW(7P(
!"#"$"$ %&'()*&+,-,.)/(012)*3*4,5)2)6*327&+,832',!"#"$"$"# %&'()*)&+,)*')*-./0+(*&1-.#232.




"$( %/,( WX%/( &$3( TE%/( "9( H#1#2%( W@Q@P( 4/,( K&K,-( 7&K( A&2( 3-&A$( '$(
!)8_H#2%-'&_)O_],2%( K-"`,+%'"$( &$3( 2"( A&2( 2+&$$,3( '$%"( 3'1'%&*( 9"-7C(
'7K"-%,3( '$%"(H-+)80(&$3(7&$#&**:(1,"5-,9,-,$+,3(#2'$1( %/,(+""-3'$&%,( %'+S5
7&-S2(K-,2,$%("$(%/,(7&KP((!"#"$"$"#"# #232.(4546*157&8.915.54+(:5*48)++&'6.1';.)**4*.1++)++9)'(.
4/,( W@Q@( %"K"1-&K/'+( 7&K( A&2( +"5-,1'2%,-,3( %"( %/,( 0I4!( 6J!( '$( H-+)80(
#2'$1(7&$#&**:( 1,$,-&%,3( %',5K"'$%2( *"+&%,3(#K"$( 2%&B*,( %"K"1-&K/'+( 9,&%#-,2(
'3,$%'9'&B*,( '$(B"%/( %/,(W@Q@( %"K"1-&K/'+(7&K(&$3( %/,(0I4!(6J!P(J*,>&%'"$(
+"$%"#-2(&%(WE(7('$%,->&*2(A,-,(1,$,-&%,3(9-"7(%/,(0I4!(3&%&(%"(&'3(A'%/(%/,(
'3,$%'9'+&%'"$( "9( +"--,2K"$3'$1( %"K"1-&K/'+( 9,&%#-,2( 2#+/( &2(7"#$%&'$( K,&S2(
&$3( >&**,:( '$%,-2,+%'"$2P( ( ;2'$1( TD( %',5K"'$%2( %/,( +"5-,1'2%-&%'"$( "9( %/,( W@Q@(













&( BRMF@@@( %"A"1-&A/'+( 7&A( +"$%&'$'$1( M( 7( '$%,->&*( +"$%"#-2I( S$+,( &1&'$(
&++,22,3( %/-"#1/( %/,(T)!0( 3&%&( '$>,$%"-:( P'%/( &$(!)8UV#2%-'&U)EUT,2%(
A-"W,+%'"$F( %/,( 7&A( P&2( 1,$,-&%,3( %/-"#1/( A/"%"1-&77,%-:( #2'$1( &,-'&*(
'7&1,2(&+X#'-,3("$(%/,(BG%/("9(V#1#2%(B?CB(D0+/$,'3,-F(B?CYHI((!"#"$"$"$"# #56#037879.*8:4;0<*8087'3=8.7;&''4+90*+,0&..7.0*''&''<&+30
4/,( B?CB( %"A"1-&A/'+( 7&A( P&2( +"5-,1'2%,-,3( %"( %/,( 0Z4!( 6J!( '$( V-+)80(




A,&[2( &$3( >&**,:( '$%,-2,+%'"$2I( ( ;2'$1( BL( %',5A"'$%2( %/,( +"5-,1'2%-&%'"$( "9( %/,(
B?CB(%"A"1-&A/'+(7&A(-,2#*%,3('$(&$(&>,-&1,(-,*&%'>,(A*&$'7,%-'+(,--"-("9(\K(7(
DZ!0JHI( 4/,( /'1/,-( A*&$'7,%-'+( Z!0J( A-"3#+,3( /,-,( +"7A&-,3( %"( %/&%(
A-"3#+,3(3#-'$1(%/,(+"5-,1'2%-&%'"$("9(%/,(.'$%,-,'29,-$,-('2(3#,(%"(%/,(27&**,-(
$#7O,-("9(%',5A"'$%(#2,3I(4/,(27&**,-($#7O,-("9(%',5A"'$%2('2(%/,(-,2#*%("9(*,22(
%"A"1-&A/'+&**:( 2%&O*,( 9,&%#-,2( O,'$1( A-,2,$%( "$( %/,( E,22,*P&$39,-$,-( 7&AI(
Z,*&%'>,( ,*,>&%'"$( ,--"-2( P,-,( "$+,( &1&'$( ,2%'7&%,3( 9-"7( %/,( 3'99,-,$+,(
O,%P,,$(%/,(B?CB(%"A"1-&A/'+(7&A(&$3(%/,(0Z4!(6J!(">,-('+,59-,,(%,--&'$("$(
*"P(1-&3',$%(2*"A,2I(0'7'*&-(%"(%/,(B?C?(7&AF(%/,(B?CB(7&A(+"$%&'$,3(,*,>&%'"$(
)=<2( %/&%( P,-,( #2,3( 3#-'$1( %/,( '$'%'&*( 7&A( A-"3#+%'"$( 9-"7( &,-'&*(
A/"%"1-&A/2I(J*,>&%'"$(3'99,-,$+,2(&%(%/,(LL(*"+&%'"$2(A-"3#+,3(&(7,&$("992,%("9(
L@( 7( &$3( &( 2%&$3&-3( 3,>'&%'"$( "9( NBG( 7I( 6#,( %"( %/,( -,*&%'>,*:( *&-1,( 7,&$(
,*,>&%'"$("992,%(O,%P,,$(%/,(0Z4!(3&%&(&$3(%/,(%"A"1-&A/'+(7&A(,*,>&%'"$2F(&**(









%/,$( #2,3( %"( 3'1'%&**:( 1,"5-,9,-,$+,( %/,( 7&A( "$+,( '%( /&3( F,,$( 2+&$$,3( &$3(
'7A"-%,3('$%"(G-+)80E(4/,(7&A(+"$%&'$2(+"$%"#-2(B'%/(HC(9,,%('$%,->&*(2A&+'$1E(
G++"-3'$1*:I( &**( ,*,>&%'"$(7,&2#-,7,$%2( %&J,$( 9-"7( %/,(7&A(B,-,( +"$>,-%,3(
'$%"(7,%-,2(%"(,$2#-,(#$'%(+"$2'2%,$+:E((!"#"$"$"%"# #&'()*+,+-./,012)3/,),+4*5,.+264417-)/78)6..+.)/44644367*)
4/,(%"A"1-&A/'+(7&A("9(K*#,()*&+',-(B&2(+"5-,1'2%,-,3(%"(%/,(0L4!(6M!(#2'$1(
7&$#&**:( *"+&%,3( %',5A"'$%2I( 9"**"B'$1( %/,( 2&7,(7,%/"3( &2( 3,2+-'F,3( 9"-( %/,(
@?N?( &$3( @?N@( %"A"1-&A/'+( 7&A2( "9( .'$%,-,'29,-$,-( &$3( O,22,*B&$39,-$,-(
-,2A,+%'>,*:E(;2'$1(@H(%',5A"'$%2(%/,(+"5-,1'2%-&%'"$("9(%/,(@?N@(%"A"1-&A/'+(7&A(
-,2#*%,3( '$( &$( &>,-&1,( -,*&%'>,( A*&$'7,%-'+( ,--"-( "9( PQ( 7( RL!0MSE( L,*&%'>,(




2,*,+%'"$( "9( 2&7A*,( *"+&%'"$2E( U995'+,( ,*,>&%'"$( 3'99,-,$+,2( B,-,( -,+"-3,3( &%(
*"+&%'"$2(B/,-,(1-'3('$%,-+,A%2(B,-,(+"'$+'3,$%(B'%/(,*,>&%'"$(+"$%"#-2("$(%/,(
%"A"1-&A/'+(7&AE( 8$( %"%&*I( H?( *"+&%'"$2(B,-,(&22,22,3(A-"3#+'$1(&(7,&$( 5V(7(
&$3(&(2%&$3&-3(3,>'&%'"$("9(W@X(7E(!"#"$"$"! 9+7-:6/.;:67<)=>/?;/.8<)#&%@)/78)#&&A)
L,+"-32( "9( >&-'&%'"$( '$( <=4( &$3( 1*&+',-( +/&-&+%,-'2%'+2I( '$( %/,( G3>,$%3&*,$(
-,1'"$("9(0>&*F&-3I(B,-,("F2,->,3(#A"$(%B"(@Y@CCICCC(1,"7"-A/"*"1'+&*(7&A2(
1,$,-&%,3(F:(%/,(Z"-2J(<"*&-'$2%'%#%%(#2'$1(&,-'&*('7&1,2(+"**,+%,3('$([#$,(@?VX(
R=?)S( &$3( [#*:( @??P( R=?\S( R!&D"-( ,%( &*EI( QCCC](4"*1,$2F&JJ( ,%( &*EI( QCCCSE(K"%/(
7&A2( +"$%&'$,3( PC( 7( +"$%"#-( '$%,->&*2( &$3( B,-,( A-"D,+%,3( '$(
^)0_@?TH_;4!_`"$,_VVZE( 4/,( A&A,-(7&A2(B,-,( 2+&$$,3( '$%"(G-+)80( &$3(
3'1'%&**:(1,"5-,9,-,$+,3(#2'$1(%/,(+""-3'$&%,(%'+J57&-J2(A-,2,$%("$(%/,(7&AE((
4/,( @??P( %"A"1-&A/'+( 7&A( B&2( +"5-,1'2%,-,3( %"( %/,( @?VX( 7&A( #2'$1(
a%-'1"$"7,%-'+(A"'$%2b(%/&%(B,-,(3"+#7,$%,3('$(F"%/(7&A2(R6&**7&$(,%(&*EI(QCC@](
0c-F,*( ,%( &*EI( QCC@SE( ="5-,1'2%-&%'"$( #2'$1( VT( %',5A"'$%2( A-"3#+,3( &$( &>,-&1,(







&AA-"&+/( "#%*'$,3( '$( 2,+%'"$( BCDC@C@CECD( F#%( G'%/( &( @CH( I7@( 1-'3( 2'J,K( "995'+,(
,*,>&%'"$("992,%2(G,-,( &22,22,3(&%( LM( *"+&%'"$2C(N%( ,&+/( *"+&%'"$K( %/,( ,*,>&%'"$(
"992,%( 9,**( G'%/'$( "$,( +"$%"#-( '$%,->&*C( ."G,>,-K( &2( '%( '2( $"%( A"22'F*,( %"(





%/,( -,2'3#&*( A"A#*&%'"$( "9( %/,( 3'99,-,$+,( F,%G,,$( %/,( -,9,-,$+,( 3&%&( 2"#-+,(
P0Q4!R( &$3( &$( &*%,-$&%'>,( ,*,>&%'"$( 3&%&2,%( P,C1C( @MML( S'6NQ( 3,-'>,3(6T!R(
">,-( 2%&F*,( %,--&'$C( 4/,2,( -,2'3#&*2( -,A-,2,$%( %/,( -,*&%'>,( ,--"-2( F,%G,,$(







EQ 5. !! ! ! !!! ! !!!(
Z#-%/,-7"-,K( %/,( #$+,-%&'$%:( &22"+'&%,3( G'%/( A*&$'7,%-'+( +/&$1,2( F,%G,,$(
3'99,-,$%(,A"+/(3&%&2,%2( +&$(F,(3,%,-7'$,3C( 89("$,(/&2(I$"G*,31,("9(F"%/( %/,(
2A&%'&*( -,2"*#%'"$( "9( %/,( %G"( 3&%&2,%2( F,'$1( +"7A&-,3( &$3( %/,( -,*&%'>,( ,--"-(
A-"3#+,3( 3#-'$1( +"5-,1'2%-&%'"$( PQ!0TRK( %/,( A*&$'7,%-'+( +/&$1,( #$+,-%&'$%:K(!! !('2(3,9'$,3(&2](
EQ 6. !! ! ! !!! ! !!! ! !!(
G/,-,( ! !( '2( %/,( -,2"*#%'"$( "9( %/,( -,9,-,$+,( 6T!K! !( '2( %/,( -,2"*#%'"$( "9( %/,(













S/,$( ,P%-&+%'$1( 1*&+',-( "#%*'$,2( 9-"7( %/,( H&$32&%( '7&1,-:( &$3( "%/,-(
1*&+'"*"1'+&*( &%%-'A#%,2( 9-"7( %/,(0T4!(3&%&B( %/,( 2&7,(7,%/"32(&2("#%*'$,3( '$(
2,+%'"$(G(D,-,( ,7N*":,3L(6&%&( +"$+,-$'$1(1*&+',-( ,*,>&%'"$(&$3(<=4( *"+&%'"$(
9-"7( %/,( /'2%"-'+(7&N2(D,-,(7&$#&**:( 3'1'%'2,3( 9-"7( %/,( +"$%"#-2( N-,2,$%( '$(
%/,(3'1'%'2,3(N&N,-(7&N2L(4/,(1*&+',-("#%*'$,2(/&3(&*-,&3:(A,,$(7&NN,3(#N"$(
%/,( N&N,-( 3"+#7,$%2( &$3( &2( &( -,2#*%B( "$+,( %/,(7&N2( /&3( A,,$( '7N"-%,3( '$%"(

























1979 2890 ±7 0.34 7.241 9.50 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
2000 2890 ±9 0.33 6.835 6.52 0 ±11 -0.01 -282 ±93 -0.406 -2.98 
2006 2910 ±11 0.35 6.67 6.45 20 ±14 0.02 -257 ±81 -0.165 -0.07 .12%-+!3#+45//167+6-45%.4+89+:;.+;<1=>-+8=+<?=.-6-?49-6=-6+
The change in PCTa, PCTp, glacier length and glacier area was calculated by subtracting each observation year’s value 






A'1#-,( @BC( 3'2D*&:2( %/,( +/&$1,( '$( <=4E( &$3( <=4&( F,%G,,$( H?I?( &$3( CJJK( "$(
.'$%,-,'29,-$,-B(4/,(2&%,**'%,('7&1,-:(&$3(3&%&('$(4&F*,(@5H(+*,&-*:(/'1/*'1/%(%/,(
9&+%( %/&%(.'$%,-,'29,-$,-( /&2( ,ED,-',$+,3( 2'1$'9'+&$%( -,%-,&%( F,%G,,$( H?I?( &$3(
CJJK(G/,-,(%/,(2$"#%(/&2(-,%-,&%,3(F:(LIJ(7('$(%"%&*B(."G,>,-M(7"-,('7D"-%&$%(
'2( %/,("F2,->&%'"$( %/&%(3#-'$1( %/,( 2&7,(D,-'"3M(<=4E(3'2D*&:,3( ,>'3,$+,("9( &(
LN?(7(-,%-,&%(%"G&-32(%/,(/,&3G&**B(O2(G&2(D-,3'+%,3('$(2,+%'"$(CB@M(%/,($,,3(%"(
-,+"-3( +/&$1,2( '$( <=4E( &DD,&-2( %"( F,( "9( D&-&7"#$%( '7D"-%&$+,B( 4/'2( '2(
3,7"$2%-&%,3( '$( 9'1#-,(@BCP(G/'+/(/'1/*'1/%2( %/,( 9&+%($"(2'1$'9'+&$%(+/&$1,( '$(





H?I?( &$3( CJJJM( <=4E( -,%-,&%,3( CTCU?N( 7( G/'*2%( #$3,-1"'$1( $"( +/&$1,( '$(
,*,>&%'"$(%/#2(3'2D*&:'$1(,>'3,$+,("9(3:$&7'+(-,%-,&%(&$3(%/'$$'$1(V2+,$&-'"(KM(
2,+%'"$( CB@BNBKWB(XG'$1( %"( %/,( #DG&-3( 1-&3',$%( "9( %/,( '+,( 2#-9&+,( %"G&-32( %/,(
/,&3G&**M( %/,( *&+Y( "9( ,*,>&%'"$( +/&$1,( +"$+#--,$%( G'%/( %/,( -,+"-3,3( <=4E(
-,%-,&%( 2#11,2%2( %/&%( %/,( 1*&+',-( 2#-9&+,( 7#2%( /&>,( %/'$$,3( G/'*2%( '+,( 9*"G(
3:$&7'+2( G,-,( &3R#2%'$1( %"( G/&%( '2( ,ED,+%,3( %"( /&>,( F,,$( $,1&%'>,( 7&22(
F&*&$+,B((
."G,>,-M( %/,(+/&$1,( '$(<=4(D"2'%'"$(F,%G,,$(CJJJ(&$3(CJJK( -,>,&*(,>'3,$+,(
'$3'+&%'>,( "9( 2+,$&-'"( I( G/,-,( 9*"G( 3:$&7'+2( &3R#2%( %"( &( $,1&%'>,( F&*&$+,(
-,1'7,M(+&#2'$1(<=4E( %"(-,%-,&%(#D(1*&+',-(G/'*2%( %/,( '+,(2#-9&+,(3'2D*&:2( *'%%*,(
,>'3,$+,("9(2'1$'9'+&$%(*"G,-'$1('$(%/,(>'+'$'%:("9(%/,(<=4B(0#+/(+/&$1,2('$(%/,(
-,2D"$2,(2+,$&-'"(F,%G,,$(%/,("F2,->&%'"$(3&%,2(2#11,2%2(%/&%(%/,(G&:('$(G/'+/(
%/,(1*&+',-( -,2D"$3,3( %"( +*'7&%,( 9"-+'$1( ,>"*>,3(">,-( %/,("F2,->&%'"$(D,-'"3B(
4/'2('3,&(G'**(F,(+">,-,3('$(1-,&%,-(3,%&'*('$(%/,(9"**"G'$1(3'2+#22'"$B(8%('2(&*2"(
G"-%/( 7,$%'"$'$1( &%( %/'2( D"'$%( %/,( "F2,->&%'"$( %/&%( 3#-'$1( %/,( ,$%'-,(
7"$'%"-'$1( D,-'"3M( %/,( <=4D( >&*#,( -,7&'$,3( -,*&%'>,*:( +"$2%&$%( -,&+/'$1( &(









A) PCT location in 1979. B) PCT location in 2000. C) PCT location in 2006. D) Variation in PCT and terminus position between 1979 and 2006. E) Scenario plot highlighting changes in PCT location 







A) PCT change in the x-direction in metres vs annual mass balance m.w.e. B). PCT change in the x-direction vs 5 year 
running mean ELA record. Error bars reveal the measurement uncertainty in PCTx change. 
A'1#-,(BCDE(2/"F2(%/&%(.'$%,-,'29,-$,-(/&2(/&3(&$( '$+-,&2'$1*:($,1&%'>,(7&22(
G&*&$+,( 2'$+,( -,+"-32( G,1&$( '$( H?ID(F/'*2%( <=4J( /&2( G,,$( -,%-,&%'$1( 2'$+,( &%(
*,&2%(H?K?C(4/'2($,1&%'>,(7&22(G&*&$+,(1",2(2"7,(F&:( %"F&-32(,JL*&'$'$1( %/,(
"G2,->,3(2$"#%(-,%-,&%(G#%(&*2"(L-">'3,2(%/,(9'-2%( '$2'1/%(&2(%"(/"F(+/&$1,2('$(
%/,( <=4J( &$3( <=4&( 7&:( -,9*,+%( 1*&+',-( /,&*%/( '$( %,-72( "9( 7&22( G&*&$+,C(
0'7'*&-*:M(&*%/"#1/($"%(&2(+*,&-(&2( %/&%("9(7&22(G&*&$+,M( %/,(7,&$(NOE(-,+"-3(







'$+-,&2,A(4/,2,( %-,$32( '$(7&22(B&*&$+,( &$3(CDE(&$3( %/,( -,2#*%&$%( +/&$1,2( '$(
<=4(2#FF"-%(%/,(%/,"-,%'+&*(3'2+#22'"$2(/,*3('$(+/&F%,-(%G"(G/'+/(/'1/*'1/%,3(





















1971 3030 ±18 0.41 3.786 4.195 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
2000 3030 ±9 0.38 3.722 4.082 0 ±18 -0.03 0 ±114 -0.065 -0.113 
2006 2080 ±11 0.29 3.563 4.012 -40 ±14 -0.11 82 ±81 -0.159 -0.071 
!"#$%&'()&*+,,"-.&-%*+$!*&/0&12!&23"45%&/4&6%**%$7"480%-4%-&
The change in PCTa, PCTp, glacier length and glacier area was calculated by subtracting each observation year’s value 





."G,>,-R( B,%G,,$( KNNN( &$3( KNNO( %/,( <=4( F-">'3,3( ,>'3,$+,( 9"-( 2+,$&-'"( S(
G/,-,(+/&$1,2('$(%/,(1*&+',-Q2(9*"G(3:$&7'+2(-,2#*%,3('$(<=4H(&3>&$+,("9(TKUTM(
7(&$3(&(-,3#+%'"$('$(<=4&(B:(JNUMJ(7(G/'*2%(%/,(2$"#%(-,%-,&%,3(MP?(7A(
."G,>,-R( '%( '2( '7F"-%&$%( %"( $"%,( %/&%( "$,( +&$( /&>,( *'%%*,( +"$9'3,$+,( '$( %/,(
"B2,->&%'"$2( "9( <=4H( B,/&>'"#-( #F"$( L,22,*G&$39,-$,-( 3#,( %"( %/,( *&-1,(
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'$( <=4H( &$3( <=4&( ">,-( %'7,( 7&:( B,( 3'99'+#*%( %"( 3,%,+%( G/,$( "$*:( -,*&%'>,*:(







A) PCT location in 1971. B) PCT location in 2000. C) PCT location in 2006. D) Variation in PCT and terminus position 
between 1971 and 2006. E) Scenario plot highlighting changes in PCT location between observation date in terms of 






A) PCT change in the x-direction in metres vs annual mass balance m.w.e. B). PCT change in the x-direction vs 5 year 






















1987 1585 ±16 0.30 4.434 5.80 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
2000 1540 ±9 0.20 4.248 5.79 -45 ±18 -0.10 250 ±132 -0.186 -0.009 .057&'(+;'3$440%<'%&3$7.3'8!',-.'-/01#&'81'57$&'#70-"&%'
The change in PCTa, PCTp, glacier length and glacier area was calculated by subtracting each observation year’s value 
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2#+/( +"$3'%'"$( "$,( G"#*3( &*2"( ,LB,+%( %/,( 1*&+',-( %,-7'$#2( %"( &3>&$+,( '$( &(
B/&2,( "9( B"2'%'>,(7&22( F&*&$+,P( &2( ,>'3,$+,3( F:( <=4L( &3>&$+,D(."G,>,-P( &2(
G&2( %/,( +&2,( G'%/( S,22,*G&$39,-$,-P( %/,( 2,,7'$1*:( B"2'%'>,( $&%#-,( "9( %/,(
&3>&$+'$1(<=4L( +"'$+'3,3(G'%/( -,%-,&%( "9( %/,( 2$"#%P( -&%/,-( %/&$( %/,( ,LB,+%,3(
&3>&$+,D( =*,&-*:( %/,-,( '2( &( +"7B*,L'%:( '$( %/,( -,2B"$2,( %"( +*'7&%,( %/&%( /&2(
&**"G,3(9*"G(3:$&7'+2(%"(&3>&$+,(G/'*2%(%/,(2$"#%(/&2(-,%-,&%,3D(8%(2/"#*3(F,(
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A) PCT location in 1987. B) PCT location in 2000. C) Variation in PCT and terminus position between 1987 and 2000. 







A) PCT change in the x-direction in metres vs cumulative annual mass balance m.w.e. B). PCT change in the x-direction 
vs 5 year running mean ELA record. Error bars reveal the measurement uncertainty in PCTx change.('
4/,(1-&B/2( '$( 9'1#-,(CDE(-,>,&*( %/,(+/&$1,2( '$(<=4F( '$(-,*&%'"$(%"( %/,(1*&+',-G2(
7&22( H&*&$+,( &$3( IJK( -,+"-3D(L/,$( &22,22'$1( %/,( >&-'&%'"$( '$(7&22( H&*&$+,(
H,%M,,$(?NOO(&$3(A@@@(%/,-,('2(&(+*,&-(%-,$3("9(B"2'%'>,(7&22(H&*&$+,(H,%M,,$(
?NP@(&$3(?NEOD(."M,>,-Q(9-"7(%/,(7'3(?NR@G2(%/,(7&22(H&*&$+,(-,+"-3(H,+"7,2(
3"7'$&%,3( H:( :,&-2( "9( $,1&%'>,( 7&22( H&*&$+,D( 0'7'*&-( %"( %/,( 7&22( H&*&$+,(
-,+"-3Q( %/,( 7,&$( IJK( 2'1$&*( 3'2B*&:2( 1-,&%( >&-'&H'*'%:( ">,-( %/,( "H2,->&%'"$(
B,-'"3D(S'2#&**:Q( %/,(IJK(-,+"-3(+"--,*&%,2(M,**(M'%/( %/,(7&22(H&*&$+,( -,+"-3(
M'%/(:,&-2("9(/'1/(IJK(+"--,*&%'$1(M'%/(:,&-2("9($,1&%'>,(7&22(H&*&$+,(&$3(!"#$%
















































Mean 530±50 520±50 0.35 0.36 -10 ±71 -154 ±52 0.005 -232 -0.79 
Median 525±50 525±50 0.33 0.33 -25 ±71 -126 ±52 0.01 -209 -0.61 
Std. Dev 70.64 78.76 0.09 0.13 55 457 0.1 346 0.77 
Max 700±50 700±50 0.64 0.65 125 ±71 891 ±52 0.28 362 -0.04 
Min 350±50 325±50 0.2 0.11 -125 ±71 -2029 ±52 -0.2 -1401 -3.62 !"#$%&'('(&)*!&*+",-%&.,&/0"$#"12&
Summarised information for the 47 glaciers including PCT and glacier change information between 1946 and 1995. The 
change in PCTa, PCTp, glacier length and glacier area was calculated by subtracting each observation years value from 
that of the pervious observation year. 
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The relationship between changes in PCTx and changes in terminus position (advance / retreat) between 1936 and 1995. 
Grey box indicates glacier where PCTx has advanced whilst the glacier snout has undergone retreat 
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A) Plot highlighting planar (X) and elevation (Z) changes in PCT position with the points coloured according to changes 
in PCTp between observation dates. B) Plot highlighting planar (X) and elevation (Z) changes in PCT position with the 
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The polygons represent glacier extents coloured according to the PCT change scenario between 1936 and 1995. The hollow points represent the percentage of snout retreat and advance whilst the solid 
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Mass balance curves used to force gradual glacier advance by lowering the ELA 200 metres ()7)8)7)* .9:;<='&3.'>?@:?AB?'AC>'DEA@F?:'A>GAC@?'
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Glacier retreat forced from initial conditions (T1) by increasing ablation rates whilst holding accumulation and ELA 
constant (T2). 
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Glacier retreat forced from initial conditions (T1) by decreasing accumulation rates whilst holding ablation rates and the 
ELA position constant (T2). 
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The table shows changes in PCT and Snout position for the full 10,000 yr simulation. 
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A: PCT migration and changes in glacier extent over the 10,000 year forcing during ELA decrease from 1950 to 1750 
masl. Each point and line represents the location of the PCT and glacier boundary for each time-slice respectively. B: 
PCT location at the beginning of the forcing (ELA = 1950). C: PCT location at 5000 years (ELA = 1850). D: PCT 











Cumulative change in PCTa over the 10,000 year simulation compared with PCTx advance. 
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PCT advance scenarios observed upon the 4 glaciers generated in the study region. 
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The relationship between PCT elevation and ELA for each glacier at all time-slice outputs. The yellow line represents 
the 1:1 trajectory of the ELA to aid comparison 
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Variation in proportional PCT position upon each glacier over the entire simulation. 
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Plots display the variation in PCTx and PCTa (masl) immediately after the ELA decreased from 1950 to 1750 masl. 
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Variation in the proportional elevation position of the PCT on both glaciers during abrupt, ELA driven advance. Note 
that the X-Axis is truncated between 100 and 300 years after the climate perturbation due to the minimal variation 
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Plots display the variation in PCT planar position and PCT elevation (masl) immediately after the ELA increased from 
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Variation in the proportional elevation position of the PCT on both glaciers during abrupt, ELA driven retreat. Note that 
the X-Axis is truncated between 100 and 300 years after the climate perturbation due to the minimal variation observed 
in PCTp during this period 
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Changes in glacier extent and PCT position (Top) throughout simulation, (Middle) Pre accumulation change, (Bottom) 
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Changes in PCTa and PCTx on glaciers 2 and 4 forced by a reduction in accumulation. Note that the X-Axis is truncated 
between 100 and 300 years after the climate perturbation due to the minimal variation observed in PCTa and PCTx 
during this period. 
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Changes in the proportional position of the PCT on glaciers 2 and 4 after a sustained decrease in accumulation. 
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Changes in glacier extent and PCT position (Top) throughout simulation, (Middle) Pre accumulation change, (Bottom) 
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 Changes in PCT elevation and planar position on glaciers 2 and 4 forced by a reduction in accumulation. 
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A: PCT location for plastic deformation only. B: PCT location when sliding enabled. 
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PCT location for glaciers 2 and 4 during maximum ice extent under steady state conditions. ELA at 1750masl. 
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The relationship between PCT and ELA for all glaciers under the 5 forcing regimes. 
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%/,(*'%,-&%#-,(&$3(-,2#*%'$1(%/,"-:(9"+#2,3(/,&H'*:(#<"$(%/,(+"$%-"*2("9(2#-9&+,(
7&22( B&*&$+,( "H,-( 9*">( 3:$&7'+2( P;#99,:( &$3( I&%,-2"$E( QR?RS( .""N,E( QRRDS(
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Ice surface thinning 40 years and 100 years after abrupt reduction in accumulation / increase in ablation. Note the larger 
degree of thinning in the accumulation area during the accumulation driven experiment. 
B2( &( -,2#*%C( 3,2<'%,( D;4E( -,%-,&%C( 2#-9&+,( %/'$$'$1( '$( %/,( &++#7#*&%'"$( &-,&(
7,&$%(%/&%('$2%,&3("9(-,%-,&%'$1(#<(%/,(*"$1'%#3'$&*('+,(2#-9&+,(2*"<,(%"(/'1/,-(
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Left: The directional vector of the PCT between an initial observation at T1 and subsequent observation at T2. Right: 
Idealised longitudinal glacier profile demonstrating the theoretical change in glacier volume required between T1 
(dashed surface) and T2 (solid black line) to enable the PCT to display a reduction (retreat) along the X plane whilst 
maintaining a uniform Z value (elevation) between observations. 
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The dashed lines represent the boundaries of the studied mountain ranges. Range delineations are estimated, based upon 
those defined by Kääb et al. (2012) and Gardener et al. (2013). The inset highlights the key weather systems that 
influence the study area. 
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E"#*3( ,FG,+%( %"( *"+&%,( %/,( ;<4H( /&?,( >,,$( ,F+*#3,3( 9-"7( %/,( 9'$&*( &$&*:2'2(
I9'1#-,( JKDLK( I0,,( 2,+%'"$( DKMKMKN( 9"-( &(7"-,( 3,%&'*,3( -,&2"$'$1( +"$+,-$'$1( %/,(
,F+*#2'"$("9(1*&+',-2(E'%/('+,9&**2KL(
(!"#$%&'()*'+'#,-."&%'/01&2'-.%322'/4&'4554'
A: Simple basin – develops a glacier tongue from a single/two basins. B: Compound basin – Multiple accumulation 
basins feeding a single glacier system. C: Compound basins - Two or more individual valley glaciers issuing from 






Zones of localised steepness in the longitudinal slope gradient combined with tributary confluencing (indicated by the 
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Raw PCT elevation in metres above sea level spanning the Hindu Kush – Karakorum – Himalaya mountain ranges. 
n=2718 
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A) The mean elevation of all the PCTs located within the cell boundary. B) The maximum elevation of the topography 
within the grid cell. 
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A: Abrupt boundaries based upon ! where green glaciers are flow-balanced and red are flow-unbalanced. B: Abrupt 
boundaries based upon natural breaks (jenks). C: Abrupt boundaries at extreme values. D: Gradual/Blured boundaries 
change from flow-balanced (equilibrium response) to flow-unbalanced (non-equilibrium response) glaciers. 
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PCTp across the HKKH reveal clusters of unbalanced glaciers in the Eastern Himalayas and North Hindu Kush (red = 
low PCTp) as well as in the Western Himalayas and Southern Hindu Kush/West Karakorum (orange = high PCTp). PCTp 
binning based upon natural breaks (Jenks) in the sample. 
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Ice surface geometries for two glaciers in the Karakoram display a clear transition from a concave to convex transverse 
surface profile as evidenced by the 50m SRTM derived contours overlain upon an FCC Landsat ETM+ image. PCT 







The above examples demonstrate the more complex surface topography of large, compound basins type glacier systems 
and the associated difficulty in identifying the PCT (red points). In such situations, consideration of the continued ice 
surface slope down glacier of the proposed PCT is extremely important. I.e the need for surface contours to appear flat or 
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laya, the accumulation and ablation seasons occur simultan-
eously during the monsoonal season (Ageta and Higuchi,
1984), and in the equatorial regions multiple seasons of accu-
mulation and ablation exist (Kaser,1999).
An alternative method for determining ELA is based on
the inflection of elevation contour lines on a topographic
map of a glacier (Òstrem, 1966; Porter, 1975). This method
was first introduced by Hess (1904) to determine firn-line
locations, and in the European scientific literature it is
sometimes referred to as the `` Hess method’’. The accumu-
lation zone of the glacier is bowl-shaped, because snow
accumulating on the margins of the glacier advects toward
the center. Below the ELA, in the ablation zone, the contour
lines are convex, because mass is lost from all sides and ice is
advected away from the glacier center towards the margins.
The transition or inflection from a concave to convex con-
tour is a relatively flat surface that should be close to the
locationof the long-term averageELA (Fig.1). If this is true,
then the topography of the glacier surface can be used to
infer the average location of the ELA. Because the ELA
position determined by the contour method results in part
from glacier motion, we term this ELA the `` kinematic
ELA’’ to distinguish it from the year-to-year ELA deter-
mined by observations of glacier surface mass changes, or
``observed ELA’’.
This paper examines the correspondence between the
kinematic and observed ELA. To our knowledge, the `` kine-
matic’’ (``Hess’’) method has not been empirically tested in
this way. If these two values correspond, historical maps of
glaciers can be used to estimate ELA change since the turn of
the 20th century, when reliable topographic maps of alpine
regions became available, and modern maps can be used to
estimate ELAs for glaciers on which mass-balance studies are
not performed.We also evaluate the correlationbetween ELA
and mean glacier elevation. The normalized form of mean
glacier elevation, which we use, is similar to the toe^headwall
altitude ratio (THAR), a procedure for estimating ELA in the
glacial geologic literature (Meierding, 1982; Hawkins, 1985;
Torsnes and others,1993).
METHODS
We collected topographic maps of glaciers for which
observed ELAs have been recorded by the World Glacier
Monitoring Service (WGMS).The 40 glaciers we examined
are listed inTable1. Our dataset is biased towards glaciers in
the Northern Hemisphere, but that should not change our
results. We selected the contour that best represented the
inflectionbetween the regions of surface concavity (accumu-
Fig. 1. Contour map of South Cascade Glacier,Washington,
U.S.A., from the United States Geologic Survey Dome Peak
7.5’ quadrangle. According to the map, the glacier was field-
checked in 1965.
Table 1.The glaciers used in this study





Peyto Canada 51.40￿N 13.35 25
White Canada 79.27￿N 38.9 19
Gulkana U.S.A. 63.15￿N 19.3 15
South Cascade U.S.A. 48.22￿N 2.5 25
Blue U.S.A. 47.49￿N 5.5 8
Wolverine U.S.A. 60.24￿N 17.24 15
Rabots glacia« r Sweden 67.54￿N 3.9 10
Storglacia« ren Sweden 67.54￿N 3.1 25
Hansbreen Norway 77.05￿N 1.84 10
Hellstugbreen Norway 61.34￿N 3.13 23
Ðlfotbreen Norway 61.45￿N 4.82 23
Nigardsbreen Norway 61.43￿N 48.2 23
Hintereisferner Austria 46.48￿N 8.72 25
Langtalferner Austria 46.48￿N 3.52 5
Kesselwandferner Austria 46.50￿N 4.29 25
Sonnblickkees Austria 47.08￿N 1.5 10
Vernagtferner Austria 46.53￿N 9.18 25
Limmern Switzerland 46.49￿N 2.62 15
Plattalva Switzerland 46.50￿N 0.81 8
Gries Switzerland 46.26￿N 6.25 25
Silvretta Switzerland 46.51￿N 3.25 25
U« ru« mqi No.1 China 43.05￿N 1.84 32
Hofsjo« kull ice cap
north: Sa¨tujo« kull Iceland 64.57￿N 90.6 8
east: –jo¨rsa¨rjo« kull Iceland 64.48￿N 250 9
southwest: Bla¨gnõÂpujo« kull Iceland 64.43￿N 51 8
Lewis Kenya 0.09￿ S 0.24 15
Abramov CIS/U.S.S.R. 39.38￿N 26.21 10
Davidov CIS/U.S.S.R. 11.43 2
Golubina CIS/U.S.S.R. 42.28￿N 5.75 15
IglyTuyuksu CIS/U.S.S.R. 43.0￿N 1.72 5
Karabatkak CIS/U.S.S.R. 42.06￿N 4.19 10
Mametova CIS/U.S.S.R. 43.0￿N 0.35 3
Mayakovskogo CIS/U.S.S.R. 43.0￿N 0.18 3
Molodezhniy CIS/U.S.S.R. 43.0￿N 1.43 5
Ordzhonikidze CIS/U.S.S.R. 43.0￿N 0.31 5
Sary-Tor CIS/U.S.S.R. 3.61 3
Shumskiy CIS/U.S.S.R. 45.05￿N 2.81 5
Suyok-Zapadniy CIS/U.S.S.R. 41.47￿N 1.25 5
Tuyuksu CIS/U.S.S.R. 43.03￿N 2.72 5
Visyachiy1 CIS/U.S.S.R. 43.0￿N 0.29 5
Note: The data are from Kasser (1967, 1973); Mu« ller (1977); Haeberli (1985);
Haeberli and Mu« ller (1988); Haeberli and Hoelzle (1993); Haeberli and
others (1998).







Name Path/Row Acq. Date 
Blue Glacier 047/27 22/09/2002 
Hintereisferner 193/27 13/09/1999 
 193/27 13/09/2006 
Kesselwandferner 193/27 13/09/1999 
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